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A Resolution Formally Supporting the Light It Up Blue Campaign in the Alpha Xi Delta Greek Village House

In the senate of the Undergraduate Student Body here assembled,

1. Whereas, the Undergraduate Student Government represents the undergraduate student voice
2. at Bowling Green State University; and

3. Whereas, Bowling Green State University and the Undergraduate Student Government
4. aim to ensure all student voices are represented within the Senate; and

5. Whereas, Light It Up Blue is a national charity campaign annually observed on April 2,
6. which is chosen to celebrate World Autism Day; and

7. Whereas, World Autism Day and World Autism Month in April are both nationally
8. recognized and associated with Autism Speaks, Alpha Xi Delta Beta Mu’s national
9. philanthropy; and

10. Whereas, Light It Up Blue can promote safety and acceptance while showing our campus as
11. an inclusive and inviting environment that is welcoming; and

12. Whereas, to participate in the Light It Up Blue campaign, light bulbs must be changed from
13. regular to blue and would include using a blue lawn fixture that shines a blue light on the
14. Alpha Xi Delta Beta Mu house; and

15. Whereas, the act of replacement is demonstrating the recognition and acceptance of the
16. campaign and to show support to those individuals who have Autism Spectrum Disorder; and

17. Therefore, let it be resolved that, the Undergraduate Student Government of Bowling
18. Green State University supports the Alpha Xi Delta Beta Mu, Light It Up Blue campaign;
19. and

20. Therefore, let it be further resolved that, the Undergraduate Student Government
21. encourages Residence Life to allow for this temporary light bulb change to raise awareness
22. for Autism Speaks.
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